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Is sow farm air filtration worth doing to prevent non-resident 
PRRSv introduction?
“The answer, my friend, is blowin’ in the wind…”
Dale Polson
Ankeny, Iowa

Introduction
Producers hate PRRS. Veterinarians hate PRRS. PRRS is 
a wicked problem…particularly for the breeding herd, and 
especially for breeding herds with relatively high risk profiles 
(e.g., in areas of high pig density and/or those with high op-
erational connection risks). Why? Because the many painful 
experiences with repeated clinical outbreaks and subsequent 
downstream growing pig performance consequences over 
many years point to new virus introduction as a major source 
of anxious days and sleepless nights when feared, and a major 
source of real pain when experienced.

So how hard can stopping new virus introduction be? After 
all, if we consistently exercise reasonable caution in where 
we and our vehicles go, thoroughly sanitize them and our-
selves at the right times and places, and faithfully execute 
all the other basic bio-security practices comprised of a 
reasonable portfolio of virus barriers and buffers, how 
hard can avoiding new virus introduction be?

Apparently a bit harder than we had thought.

Throughout the years we’ve been dealing with PRRS, 
it has been eminently clear that some major ways that 
new virus introduction into breeding herds can occur are 
within the biological host species (e.g., incoming replace-
ment animals and semen) and carried within and/or coated 
on a variety of other living and inanimate physical vectors 
(e.g., bugs, birds, transport vehicles, equipment, supplies, 
clothing, …). What is beginning to become clearer as well, 
however, is just how important some more obscure and 
subtle avenues for new virus introduction are. To borrow 
a line from a not so obscure song from a not so obscure 
folk musician – who just so happens to originally hail from 
Duluth, Minnesota – “The	answer	my	friend	is	blowin’	in	
the	wind,	the	answer	is	blowin’	in	the	wind…”.

At this point in our industry-wide and long-running search 
for knowledge about non-resident virus introduction risks, 
just how important the risk of introduction via wind-borne 
and virus-laden aerosol is unknown. What would be quiet 
useful to know (but we don’t yet have sufficient data for 
determining) would be estimates of the proportion of all 
breaks that are attributable to physical introduction events 
vs aerosol introduction events. Further, it would be useful 
to know estimates of the proportion of all breaks attribut-
able to introduction of infected but undetected pigs and/or 

semen (e.g., infected replacement gilts, infected semen) 
so that we could place those rate estimates in the larger 
context of all breaks for all reasons (including infected 
animal/animal component introductions).

Thus, before beginning to focus in on describing the 
process for how to go about generating estimates of the 
possible value of breeding herd filtration for reducing or 
eliminating aerosol risk, and just so that the message is 
crystal clear: Before you even think about investing big 
bucks in air filtration you absolutely have to get basic 
biosecurity right. Not to do so would be, to put it bluntly, 
irresponsible (not to mention very very costly).

Materials and methods
An attempt was made to model non-resident introduc-
tion risk under “typical” field-based and “normal” sow 
farm operational conditions / demographics (including 
distance-related risk given typical high and moderate pig 
site densities). To do so, the initial “un-filtered” scenario 
base rate was approximated from the PADRAP v2 risk 
assessment database (n = 773 breeding herd/farm entities) 
mean value for reported breeding herd PRRS breaks of 
1.713 per 5 years (0.343 breaks per year, or 3.43 breaks per 
10 years) [Derald	Holtkamp	&	Jamie	Melody,	personal	
	communication].

For the sake of simplicity, for initial use of the NPV model 
the following scenarios were modeled:

1. Low-to-moderate risk profile: filtered = 0 breaks in 
10 years -vs- unfiltered at 3 breaks (ranging from 1-5 
breaks) in 10 years

2. Moderate-to-high risk profile: filtered = 1 break in 
10 years -vs- unfiltered at 4 breaks (ranging from 2-6 
breaks) in 10 years

3. High-to-very high risk profile: filtered = 2 breaks in 
10 years -vs- unfiltered at 5 breaks (ranging from 3-7 
breaks) in 10 years

For the direct consequence for introduction of new non-
resident virus in to a breeding herd, a previously published 
estimate (Polson et al., 1990) of the average breeding herd 
performance impact of -4.0 pigs weaned per sow per year in 
the 12 month period containing a clinical break was used.
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For the indirect consequence for introduction of new 
non-resident virus in to a breeding herd, an estimate of 
-$7.50 margin-over-variable-cost (MOVC) was used, 
reflecting an estimated aggregate negative performance 
impact on performance impact on weaned and marketed 
survivors in the 12 month period containing a clinical 
break, collectively on post-weaning mortality (MORT), 
average daily weight gain (ADG), feed conversion ratio 
(FCR), treatment costs (TX); as well as a relatively current 
(July, 2008) estimate for MOVC based, in part, on $7.50 
per bushel corn, $330.00 per ton soybean meal, $6.50 per 
pig marketed non-feed variable costs, 270 pound market 
weight per pig, and $54.00 per cwt live-weight market 
price [Jim Lowe, John Waddell, Paul Yeske; personal com-
munication]. This estimate is comparable to a published 
summary of per growing pig cost impact of PRRS (Holck 
and Polson, 2003).

All filtration cost and replacement schedule data used in 
the model were obtained directly from a veterinarian with 
direct familiarity with the installation and maintenance of 
filtration in boar studs as well as breeding herds [Darwin	
Reicks, personal communication].

Two basic breeding herd/farm site types were modeled:

• conventional ventilation

• tunnel ventilation

A value of 7%, a rate representing approximately the 
current cost-of-capital (July, 2008) was utilized as the 
discount rate in the NPV model.

NPV and internal rate of return (IROR) was estimated 
for each scenario run.

Microsoft Office Excel 2002 was used to build the filtra-
tion NPV model template.

Results
The model was used to estimate the NPV and IROR for 
each type of scenario described above. However, be-
cause the model’s output is difficult to generalize to any 
particular farm site’s situation, rather than generate and 
describe the output from the model, the model’s output 
will be summarized during the presentation; as well as 
utilized to generate output based on inputs obtained from 
attendees familiar with their herd’s or client’s herd risk 
conditions and clinical break experiences.
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